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New for 2022

Children’s Fiction 8-12 / Contemporary/ Environment
Esme is annoyed and braced
for boredom when she’s sent
to stay with her gran for the
weekend, until she discovers
a terrible mistake. Cora, the
abandoned kitten Gran found
on the Rothiecraig Estate, is in
fact a wild lynx kit and she is
growing—fast!
Suddenly, Esme finds herself
on a dangerous mission
to rewild Cora, along with
Callum Docherty for company,
the school’s ‘bad boy’, and
Shug, the worst guard dog in
the world.
The situation takes a terrifying
turn when the children pitch
their tents on a bleak Highland
moor and hear wolves howling
outside…

The Rewilders | Lindsay Littleson
978-1-911279-93-8
£7.99
24th March 2022
PB 192 pp tbc
B-format 198mm x 129mm
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GRAND
FINALIST
Enchanted
Books Cover
Comp.

‘WE ARE FACING NOTHING LESS
THAN THE COLLAPSE OF OUR
LIVING WORLD, THE VERY THING
WE RELY ON FOR EVERY ELEMENT
OF THE LIVES WE LEAD. WE
MUST REWILD THE WORLD.’

DAVID ATTENBOROUGH

eBook available
Rights: WORLD

Lindsay won the Kelpies Prize
for her first children’s novel
The Mixed-Up Summer of Lily
McLean (Floris, 2014) and
Guardians of the Wild Unicorns
(Floris, 2019) was nominated for
the 2020 CILIP Carnegie Medal.
Secrets of the Last Merfolk
(Floris, 2021) is her latest novel.
In 2015 her WW1 novel Shell
Hole was shortlisted for the
Dundee Great War Children’s
Book Prize.
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978-1-911279-44-0

978-1-911279-26-6

Nature & Rewilding
Children’s Fiction 8-12
Contemporary
Environment/Animals

LINDSAY LITTLESON

Lindsay lives with her partner
Ian and their very noisy cat in a
small village near Glasgow.
lindsaylittleson.co.uk
Twitter @ljlittleson
Instagram: @lindsaylittleson

Action & Adventure
Animals & Habitats
Family &&Morality
Bullying
Peer Pressure
Care-Experienced Children
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New for 2022

YA Fiction / Epic Fantasy

COVER TO BE REVEALED

get
ready
for
the
final showdown..
With everyone still reeling from
events in The Sword of Light, pick
up where the cliffhanger left us all
dangling...
Will Ailsa and Maalik's newfound relationship survive Ailsa's
transformation as she finally
discovers her true identity?
With the discovery of the Spear
of Truth, the Four Treasures are
finally reunited, but who will win
the war as the worlds of good
and evil collide in this earthshattering showdown...


'A fantasy lover's dream!
A fantastic, fresh take on the
lands of Faerie. Can't wait for
the next instalment!'

LYSSA SUTHERLAND


'keeps you hooked from
beginning to end, and leaves you
wanting more.'

LINDA GREEN
BOOKS OF ALL KINDS

Caroline Logan

Caroline Logan is a writer of
Young Adult Fantasy. Her debut
novel, The Stone of Destiny, is the
first in The Four Treasures series
and is followed by The Cauldron
of Life, The Sword of Light, with
the quartet to be completed in
October 2022 with The Spear of
Truth.
Caroline is a high school
biology teacher who lives in the
Cairngorms National Park in
Scotland, with her husband. In
her spare time, she tries to ski
and paddle board, though she is
happiest with a good book and a
cup of tea.
Fun fact: Caroline actually drew
the map inside all of her books!

The Spear of Truth | Caroline Logan
978-1-911279-89-1

£8.99

6th October 2022
PB 400 pp tbc
B-format 198mm x 129mm
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Final Book
in the
‘Four
Treasures’
series

978-1-911279-50-1

YA Fiction 13+
Epic Fantasy
Book 4 in the
'Four Treasures Series'
eBook available
Rights: World

978-1-911279-52-5

978-1-911279-87-7

Instagram: @CaroLoganBooks
Twitter: @CaroLoganBooks
Web: carolinelogan.co.uk

Scottish Folklore & Myths
Fantasy Romance
Self-Discovery
LGBT Themes
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Children’s Fiction 8-12 / Historical / Vikings
‘One of Scotland’s finest children’s authors’
EDINBURGH INTERNATIONAL BOOK FESTIVAL

WIN. LOSE. SUrVIVE.
I was the boy with a plan.
Now I am the boy with nothing.
From the moment 12-yearold Kylan hatches a plan to
escape from his Norse captors,
and return to Scotland to find
his mother, his life becomes a
dangerous game.
The precious Lewis Chessmen
—which he helped carve—hold
the key to his freedom, but he will
need all his courage and wit to
triumph against Sven Asleifsson,
the cruellest Viking in the realm.
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One false move could cost him
his life.

29th April 2021
PB 192 pp
B-format 198mm x 129mm
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WINNER
Historical
Association's
Young Quills
2021
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978-1-911279-75-4

978-1-911279-09-9
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978-1-911279-34-1

The Chessmen Thief | Barbara Henderson
978-1-911279-85-3
£7.99

Barbara Henderson
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978-1-911279-23-5

The Lewis Chessmen

Children’s Fiction 8-12
Historical / Vikings

Action & Adventure

eBook available
Rights: World

Viking Scotland

Inverness-based Barbara
Henderson is the author of
historical novels Fir for Luck,
Punch, Black Water, The Siege of
Caerlaverock and The Chessmen
Thief as well as the eco-thriller
Wilderness Wars.
Her energetic school visits have
taken her across the length
and breadth of Scotland, and
sometimes beyond. Barbara
shares her home with one
teenage son, one long-suffering
husband and a scruffy Schnauzer
called Merry.
Web: barbarahenderson.co.uk
Twitter @scattyscribbler
Instagram: @scattyscribbler
FB: @barbarahendersonwriter

Chess
Family & Morality
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Children’s Fiction 8-12 / Sport / Olympics
ROY PEACHEY

TWO COUNTRIES.
TWO ATHLETES.
ONE GOAL.

The Race | Roy Peachey
978-1-911279-83-9
£7.99
3rd June 2021
PB 168 pp
B-format 198mm x 129mm
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12-year-old Lili is determined to
defeat her arch rival in front of
the Queen during her school’s
anniversary celebrations.

‘An original, immensely readable
take on the Eric Liddell story for
the 21st century.’

Adopted from China as a baby,
Lili also has personal challenges
to overcome, but when her
training is thrown into chaos by
events outside her control, she
realises that she must choose
between family and the race of
her life.

SALLY MAGNUSSON

Meanwhile in 1944, Eric Liddell,
hero of the 1924 Olympics, finds
himself in a war zone. Separated
from his family, he is getting
ready to run his final race in a
prison camp in China when his
lifelong principles are challenged
by the imprisoned children he is
trying to help…


‘An inspiring, inclusive story with
sport at its heart.’

SHAUNAGH BROWN
INTERNATIONAL RUGBY PLAYER AND
FORMER COMMONWEALTH GAMES ATHLETE

Roy lives with his wife, two
daughters, two dogs, two cats,
one rabbit, one tortoise, and a
few fish. When he isn’t spending
time with his family, writing
books, or looking after the
menagerie, Roy is a teacher.
Peachey’s first novel for adults,
Between Darkness and Light, the
story of a translator with the
Chinese Labour Corps during
World War I, was published in
2019 by Eyrie Press. He is also
the author of three non-fiction
books: Out of the Classroom and
Into the World; 50 Books for Life;
and Did Jesus Go To School?
roypeachey.com
@roy_peachey

Olympics & Running
Children’s Fiction 8-12
Sports & Outdoor
Olympics
eBook available
Rights: World

Family & Friendship
Adoption & Racism
Eric Liddell
China

WW2
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Children’s Fiction 8-12 / Fantasy /Witches

New for 2021

THE WITCHES ARE
GATHERING...
12-year-old Rab spends all of his
time doing backbreaking work
on his family’s farm instead of
attending school, but when he
finds a hag stone in one of the
fields, everything changes.
Looking through its circular
hole, he sees witches gathering
in a coming storm, and they’ve
set their sights on his family.
Can Rab save his sisters from
the clutches of the witches’
coven before their Halloween
ceremony in the old church?

artwork not final

Filled with mystery and magic,
Hag Storm is a spooky, historical
adventure with a supernatural
twist.

Hag Storm | Victoria Williamson
978-1-911279-91-4
£7.99
28th October 2021
PB 222 pp
B-format 198mm x 129mm
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What will you see
when you look through
the Hag Stone?
‘An instant children’s classic
with Scotland at its heart.’
THE NATIONAL

‘A thrilling and atmospheric
tale of mystery and magic,
and a gloriously imaginative
celebration of Scottish history
and the country’s fascinating
folklore.’
LANCASHIRE POST

Witches & Witchcraft
Children’s Fiction 8-12
Fantasy / Witches
Historical Setting
eBook available
Rights: World

VICTORIA WILLIAMSON
A lifelong storyteller and
daydreamer, Victoria
Williamson is a children’s author
and teacher.
Her previous novels, The Fox
Girl and the White Gazelle (2018,
Floris Books), and The Boy
with the Butterfly Mind (2019,
Floris Books) were based on her
experiences of teaching children
with diverse backgrounds and
have been shortlisted for a
number of awards.
Victoria divides her time
between writing, visiting schools
and speaking at festivals to
encourage children of all ages
to write their own stories and
exercise their imaginations.
strangelymagical.com
@strangelymagic

Historical Setting
Spooky Adventure
Mystery & Magic
Robert Burns
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Children’s Fiction 8-12 / Fantasy / Animals
JoaN haig

An old promise.
A mySterious TigeR.
A magical adventuRe.

nominated for the
CARNEGIE MEDAL 2021

Lal and his brother Dilip miss
home. They don’t like drizzle,
midges, or the tiger skin rug in
their creepy new house. All they
want is to leave Scotland and go
back to India.
But that’s before they make
friends with Jenny, and before
the tiger comes back to life...
The tiger tells them it will take
them home in return for their
help: it cannot rest until it fulfils
an old promise.
Can Lal, Dilip and Jenny help
it on its quest? Who is trying
to stop them? And will they get
back home?

Tiger Skin Rug | Joan Haig



‘Such a charming story, full of
magic, hope and friendship.’
MELVIN BURGESS

Family & Home

978-1-911279-64-8
£6.99

Rights Held:
World

Diversity

February 2020
PB 198x129mm
200 pp

Rights Sold:
Taiwan, China, and
North America

India & Hinduism
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Joan Haig, born in Zambia,
was weaned on avocados and
stories. When she was twelve,
her family moved to the happy
isles of Vanuatu in the South
West Pacific. She has lived and
travelled all over the world,
most recently settling with her
husband, children and cats into
a little cottage in the Scottish
Borders.
Her writing dream is that her
stories for children are enjoyed
far and wide—and touch some
grown-up hearts along the way.
Tiger Skin Rug is her debut
novel. It was nominated for the
Carnegie Medal 2021 and is a
finalist in The People's Book
Prize.
@joanhaigbooks
joanhaigbooks.com

Conservation & Wildlife
Friendship & Adventure
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Children’s Fiction 8-12 / Historical / Titanic
Unlock the secrets of
the unsinkable ship...
Bertha Watt, tree-climber and
would-be polar explorer, is
excited to be on RMS Titanic’s
maiden voyage, as she leaves
Aberdeen behind for the glamour
of a new life in America.
But Bertha quickly realises that
some passengers are behaving
strangely, and she determines to
unravel their secrets. With new
friend, Madge, Bertha sets up her
own detective agency to try and
solve the mysteries onboard, but
they have no idea that disaster is
looming for Titanic.
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Can they help Johan find the
hidden treasure and unmask
the identity of the enigmatic Mr
Hoffman before time runs out on
the ‘unsinkable’ ship?

The Titanic Detective Agency | Lindsay Littleson
978-1-911279-44-0

£6.99

May 2019
PB 204 pp
B-format 198mm x 129mm
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Our
best-selling
children’s
title

Children’s Fiction 8-12
Historical
Mystery
eBook available
Rights: World


‘Littleson has perfectly blended a
fast-paced adventure, mystery, peril,
and a terrible tragedy in this
stunning middle-grade book.’
ROACHIE REVIEWS



‘Full of memorable characters,
real history, drama, and almost
unbearable tension. A marvellous
piece of children's historical fiction.
Highly recommended.’
JOHN K FULTON

Based on real passengers & events

Lindsay Littleson
Lindsay won the Kelpies Prize
for her first children’s novel
The Mixed-Up Summer of Lily
McLean (Floris, 2014) and
Guardians of the Wild Unicorns
(Floris, 2019) was nominated for
the 2020 CILIP Carnegie Medal.
Secrets of the Last Merfolk
(Floris, 2021) is her latest novel.
In 2015 her WW1 novel Shell
Hole was shortlisted for the
Dundee Great War Children’s
Book Prize.
Lindsay lives with her partner
Ian and their very noisy cat in a
small village near Glasgow.
lindsaylittleson.co.uk
Twitter @ljlittleson
Instagram: @lindsaylittleson

Secrets & Mystery
Disaster & History
Friendships & Language
Hidden Treasure
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YA Fiction 13+ / Contemporary / Family

Every cloud has a
silver lining.
Doesn't it?
Anna is thirteen years old, lives in
London with her father, and has
Asperger’s syndrome. When her
father dies, she moves to Scotland
to live with her estranged,
reclusive mother.
With little support to help her
fit in, she must use every coping
strategy her father taught her—
especially her ‘Happy Game’—as
she tries to connect with her
mother, discover her past, and
deal with the challenges of being
thrown into a brand new life
along the way.
Eleanor H. Porter’s ‘Pollyanna’
re-imagined for a new generation

Anna | Laura Guthrie
978-1-911279-66-2

£8.99

June 2020
PB 356 pp
B-format 198mm x 129mm
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Laura Guthrie



‘‘A compelling re-telling of
Pollyanna—a stunning debut
novel. Heart-warming and
uplifting.’
THE SCOTSMAN



‘‘A profoundly human story
of loss, resilience and love,
which is deeply moving and
a beacon of hope in these
rather bleak times.’
CYNTHIA ROGERSON

Autism / Asperger's
YA Fiction 13+
Family
Disability/Diversity
eBook available
Rights: World

Laura Guthrie grew up in the
rural Scottish Highlands (“I
come from where the planes
don’t fly”) and currently lives in
Inverness.
She has an honours degree in
biological sciences from the
University of Edinburgh, and a
PhD in creative writing from the
University of Glasgow.
She is a member of the
Dingwall-based Ross-Shire
Writers, and has produced two
of her own plays with her theatre
company, Sunrise Theatre. Her
poetry and short fiction have
been anthologised by several
Scottish presses. She is the
winner of the 2016 Exeter Story
Prize. Anna is her first novel.
@catherinespark

Happiness & Humanity
Diversity & Adversity
Joy Family
Growing-Up
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Children’s Fiction

Children’s & YA Fiction

Shortlisted
for the SCBWI
Crystal Kite
Award
ER
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Would you be brave
enough to fight back?

Wrong place. Wrong
time. A boy on the run.

What if nature fights
back?

Two boys. Two countries.
One mission. (Age 12+)

Fir for Luck
Barbara Henderson

Punch
Barbara Henderson

Wilderness Wars
Barbara Henderson

The Revenge of Tirpitz
Michelle Sloan

978-1-911279-09-9 £6.99

978-1-911279-23-5

978-1-911279-34-1

978-1-911279-49-5

Rights Held: World

Rights held: World

Rights held: World

Runaway Phin’s journey across
Victorian Scotland with an escaped
prisoner and a dancing bear

Em and Zac battle nature in this
eco-thriller set on a remote Scottish
island

The thrilling WW2 story of a boy’s
role in the sinking of the warship
Tirpitz

PB 210 pp | 198mm x 129mm
Rights Held: World
Rights Sold: Gaelic Language
Based on real life events, Fir for
Luck is a tale of courage during the
Highland Clearances
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£6.99
PB 206 pp | 198mm x 129mm

£6.99
PB 220 pp | 198mm x 129mm

£7.99
PB 234 pp | 198mm x 129mm
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For all rights enquiries
please contact:
Helen Binns
International Agent
helen@helenbinns.com

hello@cranachanpublishing.co.uk
cranachanpublishing.co.uk
@cranachanbooks

